At Rockburn Elementary, we believe that a student is as successful as the
environment that supports him/her. That’s why we’re proud to be a PBIS school,
focusing on:

ositive ehavioral nterventions and upports
Key Elements:
• The entire school has a unified agenda for
behavioral prevention and positive
reinforcement.
• All staff members have received training and
support.
• For students, there is a continuum of
procedures to teach and encourage positive
behaviors.
• There is also a continuum of procedures to
discourage inappropriate behaviors.
• School-wide and team incentive programs are in
place.

3 Rs at Recess:
Recess can be a
challenging time at
any school. We
have proactively
discussed how
recess time should
look and sound
with the 3Rs.

Students know that
in order to have
fun, they must
make safe choices
and adhere to the
expectations,
whistle cues, and
clean up/line up
procedures.
*Tag/Chase games
are not allowed*

Rockburn Pledge

Supporting 2016-2017 Theme
We are building on our GROWTH theme from last year.
This year we will Keep Growing with GRIT. Your child has
learned about GRIT this week.

Schoolwide
Expectations
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3 Rs in the Classroom:
Throughout the year, classroom teachers spend time
instructing, reinforcing, and revisiting our Code of Conduct
so that each student is clear on how to stay “ON TRACK”
at Rockburn. They role play how the 3Rs should look and
sound in the classroom, hallways, bathrooms, bus, and
recess areas. Specific rules are posted in these various
areas.

PBIS Incentives/Initiatives:
Classroom Track

On Track System: To encourage each student to perform well
individually, each student received a magnet to be placed on a
circular track in the classroom. As a student is caught showing
solid effort with participation and performance, he/she will be
instructed to “move ahead on the track.” Special spaces will
earn a green ticket, which can be traded in later for various
prizes and/or special privileges. The related arts teachers will
also be issuing “move up cards” for the track back in
homeroom.

Green Tickets:

Announcements:

Tickets are earned/issued schoolwide and can be traded in
for prizes/opportunities. Since there is a big range between
a kindergarten and fifth grade student’s desires, the tradein schedule and incentives vary by team. Each teacher has
a supply of green tickets and are looking to hand them out
for Respectful, Responsible, Ready behavior in the hallways
and during transitions.

Each day, the students
hear 3R/character tips called
Caring Messages. Topics focus on strategies for
acting with courage, including everyone, being honest,
being unique, listening to others, and more.

Ranger Club:

BIG Green Tickets:

Special tickets will be awarded monthly, highlighting students
who excel with positive behavior and/or performance in the
cafeteria and related arts classes. With parent consent,
these students will have their photo included in broadcasts
for all to see and celebrate!
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This is a time at the end of each month for teams to
review the 3Rs and discuss the upcoming monthly
character trait. Grade levels come together to
address, celebrate and discuss progress with the
3Rs. Certificates are awarded to selected students
who show the 3Rs and the character trait of the
month.
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Rocky Ranger’s Buzz Words:
“PBIS” (Positive Behavioral Interventions & Supports)
“3Rs” (Being Respectful-Responsible-Ready)
“Keep Growing with GRIT!” (our 2016-2017 theme)
“On-Track System” (homeroom visual system utilized for individual feedback and incentive)
“Green Tickets” (earned and later traded in for rewards)
“Big Green Tickets” (special recognition for caf/tech/related arts)
“Caring Messages” (character ideas shared through daily morning announcements)
“Ranger Club” (monthly 3R focusing opportunity)

